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Wild Embrace: A Psy-Changeling
Anthology

Echo of Silence: In a deep-sea station, Tazia Nerif has found her life's work as an engineer, keeping
things running smoothly. But she wants nothing more than to break down the barrier of silence
between her and her telekinetic Psy station commander. Dorian: A changeling who can never shift
lives a life of quiet frustration - until he learns how to let his leopard come out and play. Partners in
Persuasion: Still raw from being burned by a dominant female, wolf changeling Felix will never again
risk being a plaything. But for dominant leopard Dezi, he's the most fascinating man she's ever met.
She just has to convince this gun-shy wolf that he can trust the dangerous cat who wants to take a
slow, sexy bite out of him. Flirtation of Fate: Seven years ago, Kenji broke Garnet's heart. Now the
wolf packmates have to investigate the shocking murder of one of their own. And the more Kenji
sees of the woman Garnet has become, the deeper he begins to fall once more.
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4.5Nalini Singh's new anthology features four stories set at various points within the Psy-Changeling
world.Echo of Silence features Psy Tk Stefan who resides in the underwater station, Alaris, and
according to Nalini's Author's Note at the beginning of the book takes place early on in the series
after Visions of Heat. Tazia is an engineer who, literally, works on Alaris fixing odds and ends and
making sure the station remains working. She's intrigued by the cold Psy who keeps hovering
around her orbit. As workers on Alaris are required to go topside every few months, Taz spends
time with Stefan and starts to see beyond his cold Silent exterior.I liked the interplay between Stefan
(Psy) and Tazia (human). As a longtime reader of the series and currently caught up on all the

books I was mostly interesting in where this story is supposed to take place within the timeline of the
main series, in that it takes place very early on when there's still a pretty big division between Psy
and the Changelings and Humans. It's just interesting to see what's actually been going on under
the sea since the beginning of the series :)Dorian of course involves the DarkRiver sentinel, and it
was a quick read and takes place at various times in Dorian's life, but I really loved the early look at
many of the characters we all know and love: Lucas, Mercy, Clay, Vaughn, etc. It just further
solidifies the familial feelings between them all. If you're a longtime reader of the series you'll know
the specific before and after issue this short deals with in Dorian's life.Partners in Persuasion
features a SnowDancer male submissive and a DarkRiver female dominate which, I believe I read in
on of Nalini's newsletters, is the first pairing of this kind.

This collection of new stories in the Psy/Changeling world gives a pleasurable added dimension to
the novels in the series. We find out more about characters whose names have been mentioned
previously such as Felix and Desiree, while getting more in depth background plus well known
favorites who have had full novels like Dorian. Kenji and Garnet, who have been popping up
throughout the series and making people yearn to know their story, finally get their say.Echo of
SilenceTazia Nerif, a human working in the deep sea station, Alaris, owned by the Changeling
BlackSea group, is very attracted to the Psy commander of the station, Stefan. He is a strong
Tk(telekinetic) who ostensibly is a perfect emotionless Psy. Stefan was to be an arrow, but it seems
his silence may not have been so flawless after all. Tazia has been grieving a loss while working her
dream job at the station. Stefan has secrets that if known, could send him to mind-wiping
rehabilitation. While working together on a special project topside, both find what was missing in
their lives.DorianThis entry comprises several vignettes in Dorianâ€™s life related to his inability to
shift as a young boy and going through adjusting to being fully cat after his beloved Shaya gifts him
with that personal miracle. Dorian has quite a learning curve to figure out how to function confortably
in both forms. As always his pack, DarkRiver, has Dorianâ€™s back but in their own tough love way
of the cats. How Dorian handles his latency at different stages of his life combined with the deep
and profound joy that is his after being able to shift gives deeper dimension to his story.
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